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Abstract :   There is a wide range of different approaches and tool for cross platform mobile application development. We studied 

the presentation specific of the mobile applications developed with a number of common methodologies and tools for mobile 

application development, including the built-in SDK’s of Google Android and Apple IOS . [1] Cross-platform application 

development involves using HTML, JavaScript ,CSS and open source libraries . Hence UI designers and developers can use a 

great part of their skills to develop mobile applications. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, there are billions of smartphone devices around the world which run either Android or IOS mobile platforms. A 

cross-platform mobile application is an application that aims more than one mobile platform .For example, Instagram mobile app is 

cross-platform: it exists one app for Android, another for iOS.[2] Mobile Application development is growing rapidly. As of retail, 

telecommunications and e-commerce to insurance  and government, organizations across industries must meet users expectations 

for real-time. To stay relevant, responsive and successful an organizations need to develop the mobile applications that their 
customers, partners and employees demand. 

There are two primary approaches to building mobile apps today: Hybrid and Native. Because of the division of mobile devices, 

for most organizations, it becomes economically difficult to create apps for all mobile platforms using the Native SDK.  Сross 

platform frameworks development make a rescue allowing you to develop mobile software using standard HTML /JS /CSS /C# 
web technologies. 

This paper aims to explain the primary differences between these approaches, and provide the right way to choose cross 

platform development framework. 

II. APPROCHES TO CROSS PLATFORM MOBILE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 

1. Native Applications- 

One way to bring a mobile application to many platforms is to develop a built-in application for each platform using the 

particular native SDK, such as Xcode for IOS, Android Studio for Android, etc. Built-in applications have full and direct 

access to the native platform functionalities and are capable of delivering the finest performance and user experience on 

each and every development platform. Though, this approach affords minimum code reuse, and is the most expensive 

option in cost and time. Built-in applications developed using both native SDK’s of Android and IOS are included in our 

study. 

 

2. Cross-Platform Applications- 

The cross-platform mobile application development approaches permit a single code base to target several mobile 

platforms. The most important advantages of these approaches are the cost and time savings to target various platforms. A 

characteristic from each of these approaches is included in our study.  

 

2.1 Packaged Web Apps/ Hybrid Apps A standard and economical approach for cross-platform mobile applications is to 

develop mobile applications using the standard web technologies (HTML, CSS , PHP and JavaScript) which are 

supported through all mobile phases. For this group, applications developed using Apache Cordova are involved in our 
study. 
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2.2 Proxy Built-in Apps Appcelerator Titanium  is a JavaScript based framework and tool suite targets to remediate some 

of  the shortcomings of the packaged web app approach by designing a unified and higher level, i.e., more abstract, 

JavaScript API for building native UI. Implementations of the unified JavaScript API are provided for several popular 

mobile platforms, including Android and iOS. Applications built using this approach can look and behave exactly as 

native apps.  

2.3 Cross-Compilation with Built-in API Binding. Another approach is to define API bindings to allow programs in one 

language to consume the libraries of a different language, and to cross-compile application source code to binaries of 

different target platforms. Xamarin  is an example of this method, which allows mobile applications to be established 

in C# and then compiled into binaries for several mobile platforms. With the built-in API binding and compiling 

source code to binaries of the target platform, this approach can form mobile apps that look and perform exactly as 
built-in apps and deliver performance close to built-in Apps.[1] 

 

 

III. CROSS PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT 

1. What is Cross Platform Development? 

Cross-platform apps are riding the reputation of mobile application development. It is a skill to run on several mobile platforms 

allows startups to save costs and decrease development time. Cross platform  development is about to build a single application 

that can run on many operating systems, instead of developing different app versions for each and every platform. The driving 

force for cross-platform development is to create software that work well in more than one definite digital environment, with the 
key purpose of selling it to a wider customer . 

Cross platform applications have a native look and feel due to the combination of native code with independent code that 

suitable for multiple platforms. Developers write the code one time and then reprocess it, thus making it possible to release a 

product fast. To code cross-platform development software, developers use intermediate programming languages — HTML, 

JavaScript  — not native to devices and OSs. Mobile Apps are packaged into built-in containers and combined into platforms. 

Cross-platform development aims at creating a single application that runs identically on numerous platforms. It uses platform 
uncertain technologies such as HTML ,Javascript and CSS and helps businesses cover several end devices at low costs. 

 

2.Advantages: 

 Reusability of Code 

Instead of writing new codes for every platform, developers can reuse the same code for all platforms. This cuts down on 

repetitive tasks,  eliminating drudgery. This is not a completely new concept though it has been used in software development for a 

number of years now and the paybacks of reusing codes have been seen here too.   

 Control  Cost 

All Thanks to cross-platform mobile app development, companies now essential to invest just once to get their app developed as 

opposed to earlier times when they had to spend heavily on diverse tools and technologies. No longer necessity to spend on 

developing apps for every individual platform separately. 

 Fast development  time 

App development is much faster, when a single script is deployed. Increase in the development speed, on the other hand, results 

in the product reaching the market sooner than before. Time can be used up on thinking out and working on codes for a brand new 
application. A win-win condition for all concerned – Developers, marketers and consumers. 

 Easy Implementation 

There are a number of technologies, these days, like PhoneGap and Appcelerator  offers a cross-platform solution that makes it 

easier for developers to make modifications. For occasion, when a tool like Appcelerator is being used, codes can easily be written 

in HTML5 and converted for different platforms. In other words, utilization of resources you already know about and translating 
them for different platforms. 

not only does this make development of apps faster, it also becomes easier to sync updates across all mobile devices. 

 Sameness and Evenness 

Using cross  platform  development ensures that the overall look of the app that can be maintained across all platforms since the 

similar set of codes are being utilized. Customers find an app cumbersome and inefficient if they need to use different 

methodologies for accessing alike app across different mobile phones. It would rather use one that looks and feels the similar on 
both devices. 

 

IV. CROSS PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORKS 

1. FLUTTER 

Flutter is an open source framework by Google for building beautiful, natively compiled, multi-platform applications from a 

single Code . Flutter has been around ever since 2015 when Google announced it and remained in the beta stage before its official 

launch in December 2018.[5] Although being the youngest, Flutter cross-platform app frameworks is making its own distinctive 
image in the present day market. 

A distinctive feature that makes Flutter different is that it uses Dart programming language instead of JavaScript, Because of a 

hot-reload feature, the developers can see changes in code in real-time in Flutter. Along with Android and IOS, the developers can 
create ground-breaking applications for the Furchisa Operating System with Flutter. 

It  is considered to allow code reuse across operating systems such as iOS and Android, while also allowing applications to 

interface directly with underlying platform facilities. The aim is to enable developers to deliver high-performance apps that feel 
natural on different platforms, embracing differences where they exist sharing code as far as possible.. 
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1.1. Architecture 

Flutter consists of two major parts – a framework with a UI library based on widgets and a software development kit (SDK). 

 

 In a nutshell, a framework is a UI Library based on widgets, which contains various reusable UI elements, such as 

sliders, buttons, text inputs, and others. These elements can be later personalized based on your needs. 

 An SDK is a set of tools to develop applications and compile your code into the built-in machine code for Android and 

IOS. 

 

 
 

 

1.2. Developing Tools 

 Emacs 

 Android Studio 

 VS Code 

1.3. Advantages 

       1. Similar UI and Business Logic in All Platforms.  

             2. Reduced Code Development Time.  

       3. Time-to-Market Speed Increased.  

       4. Similar to Native App Performance.  

       5. Customized and Animated UI of Any Complexity Available.  

       6. Own Rendering Engine.  

             7. Simple and Platform-Specific Logic Implementation.  

       8. The Potential Capability to Go Beyond Mobile. 

 

 

2. React Native 

React Native is an open-source framework from Facebook, builds on the popular React JavaScript framework, allowing 

developers to make cross-platform IOS and Android applications using JavaScript. It differs from other cross-platform 
frameworks that use JavaScript. 

   Using React Native, We can build a native application using the same UI components that a standard native app requires, 

making it visually indistinguishable from a purely native counterpart. The difference between the two is that with React 

Native, you assemble the UI using JavaScript instead of traditional Objective-C, Java, or Swift. It is focused on building a 

great user experience for mobile devices, which can makes it a suitable option for apps that require high responsiveness and 
intuitive use. 

 

2.1. Architecture 

 The JavaScript Thread where the whole JavaScript code is placed and compiled and when the app is bundled for 

production, the JavaScript Core runs the bundle when the user starts the application. 

 The Native Thread. This is the place where the native code is executed and this component handles the user’s 

interface and ensures smooth communication with the JS thread whenever the app needs to keep posted the UI, run 

native functions. All the native components lie in the startup, which means they will always be bundled if the user 

wants to access them. 

 The Shadow Thread. It is the place where the layout of your application is calculated. Cross-platform framework 

handles this task with the help of Facebook’s own layout engine called Yoga. It changes flex box layouts, calculates 

them and sends them to the app’s interface. 
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2.2. Developing Tools 

 Visual Studio Code 

 Android Studio 

 Xcode 

 Redux 

 React Native Debugger 

 React Navigation 

 React Native CLI 

     

2.3. Advantages 

1. React Native is a Community-driven. 

2. Maximum code is cost saving and reused. 

3. fast reload feature. 

4. Strong performance for mobile environments. 

5. Modular and intuitive architecture similar to React. 

3. Xamarin 

Xamarin is a development platform that allows you to write cross-platform—yet native—applications for iOS, Android, 

and Windows Phone in C# and .NET. Xamarin offers C# bindings to built-in Android and IOS APIs. It gives you the power to 
usage all of Android and IOS’ native user interface, graphics, animation, and other phone features all using the  C#. 

Xamarins port of .NET includes features such as data types, generics, garbage collection, language-integrated query 

(LINQ), asynchronous programming patterns, delegates, and a subset of Windows Communication Foundation (WCF). 
Libraries are managed with  linger to include simply the referenced components. 

Forms in xamarin  is a layer on top of the other UI bindings and the Windows Phone API, which provides a completely 

cross-platform user interface library. 

 

3.1. Architecture 

Xamarin.Android applications run within the Mono execution environment. These execution environment runs side-

by-side with the Android Runtime (ART) virtual machine. Together runtime environments run on top of the Linux kernel 

and expose various APIs to the user code that allows developers to access the underlying system. Mono runtime is written 
in the C language. 

   Xamarin can be using the System, System.IO, System.net and the rest of the .NET class libraries to access the 

underlying Linux operating system services. In Android, most of the system facilities like Audio, Graphics, OpenGL and 

Telephony are not available directly to built-in applications, they are only exposed through the Android Runtime Java 

APIs residing in one of the Java.* namespaces or the Android.* namespaces. 

   Xamarin android developers access the various features in the operating system whichever by calling into .NET 
APIs that they know (for low-level access) or using the classes exposed in the Android namespaces 

The architecture is roughly like this: 
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3.2. Developing Tools 

 Visual Studio Code 

 NuGet 

 Xcode 

 Xamarin Inspector 

 Resharper 

 Prism 

3.3. Advantages 

1. Native user Experience. 

2. Single Technological Stack. 

3. Shareable Code. 

4. Time andCosts Saving. 

5. Simplified Maintenance. 

6. Testing. 

7. Technical Support of Microsoft. 

 

4. Ionic 

   It is an open source UI toolkit for building performance, High-quality mobile and desktop apps using web technologies 

— HTML, CSS, and JavaScript — with integrations for widespread frameworks like Angular, React, and Vue.  

   Ionic focuses on the frontend UX and UI interaction of an app — UI controls, interactions, gestures, animations. It's easy 

to learn, and integrates with other libraries or frameworks, such as Angular, React, or Vue . Alternatively it can be used 

standalone without any frontend framework using a simple  script include. Ionic is built with simplicity in mind, so that 
creating apps is enjoyable, easy to learn, and accessible to just about anyone with web development skills. 

   An open source Ionic Framework features a rich library of front-End building blocks and UI components that make it 

easy to design beautiful, high-performance mobile and Progressive Web Apps (or PWAs) using web technologies like HTML, 
CSS, and JavaScript. 

4.1. Architecture 

Ionic Architecture is based on the application’s interface or user experience. It is easy to learn, easy to integrate, or 

used standalone without a front frame using a simple script including other libraries or frameworks, such as Angle. In this 
Framework currently has official Angular and React integrations, And support for Vue are in the pipeline.   

 

 

 
 

4.2. Developing Tools 

 Visual Studio Code 

 Browser Tools & Ionic Dev App 

 Git 

 Ionic Appflow 

 Firebase 

4.3. Advantages 

1. Developer friendly and allows web developers to build applications. 

2. Equipped with an entire suite of tools, with native compatibility.  

3. Trusted by companies small and large.  

4. Fueled by a developer-centric community. 
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V. COMPARISON BETWEEN CROSS PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT  FRAMEWORKS 

 

 

Attributes Flutter React Native Xamarin Ionic 

Language Stack Dart JavaScript 

Swift 

Objective-C 

C# 

.Net 

HTML5 

JavaScript 

CSS 

 

Performance Amazing  Close to Native Close to Native Moderate 

User Interface Use Proprietary 

Widgets & deliver 

Amazing UI 

Use Native UI 
Controllers 

Use Native UI 
Controllers 

HTML,CSS 

Supported platforms API 19 & Above, 

 IOS 9 & Above 

Android 4.1+, IOS 8+  Android 4.0.3+, IOS 

8+, Windows 10 

Android 4.4+, IOS 8+, 

Windows 10.  
  

Popular applications Hamilton Facebook, Instagram, 
UberEats, 

 Airbnb, and more. 

Olo,  

The World Bank, 
Storyo 

Just Watch , 

 Pacifica, 

 Nationwide and more. 

Pricing Open Source Frame 

Work 

Open Source Frame 

Work 

Open Source Frame 

Work And Paid As 
Well 

Open Source Frame 

Work And Paid As 
Well 

 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we study about the different cross platform frameworks for mobile application development .As per the study over 

these frameworks by evaluating different Aspects and characteristics we concluded that Flutter Framework  is faster than many 

other application development frameworks. With its “hot reload” feature, you can experiment, build UI, add/remove features, test 

and fix bugs faster Thus reducing the overall App development time .The lanagauge used in Flutter is Dart which  is AOT (Ahead 

Of Time) compiled to fast, predictable, native code. This makes Flutter very fast and customize. It is also cost effective As it have 
open source frame work . 
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